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Abstract
Many scientific and economic applications involve the analysis of high-dimensional
functional time series, which stands at the intersection between functional time series
and high-dimensional statistics gathering challenges of infinite-dimensionality with se-
rial dependence and non-asymptotics. In this paper, we model observed functional time
series, which are subject to errors in the sense that each functional datum arises as the
sum of two uncorrelated components, one dynamic and one white noise. Motivated
from a simple fact that the autocovariance function of observed functional time series
automatically filters out the noise term, we propose an autocovariance-based three-
step procedure by first performing autocovariance-based dimension reduction and then
formulating a novel autocovariance-based block regularized minimum distance (RMD)
estimation framework to produce block sparse estimates, from which we can finally re-
cover functional sparse estimates. We investigate non-asymptotic properties of relevant
estimated terms under such autocovariance-based dimension reduction framework. To
provide theoretical guarantees for the second step, we also present convergence analysis
of the block RMD estimator. Finally, we illustrate the proposed autocovariance-based
learning framework using applications of three sparse high-dimensional functional time
series models. With derived theoretical results, we study convergence properties of
the associated estimators. We demonstrate via simulated and real datasets that our
proposed estimators significantly outperform the competitors.
Key words: Autocovariance; Block regularized minimum distance estimation; Dimension reduction;
High-dimensional functional time series; Non-asymptotics; Sparsity.
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1 Introduction
Functional time series refers to functional data objects that are observed consecutively over
time and constitutes an active research area. Existing research has mainly focused on ex-
tending standard univariate or low-dimensional multivariate time series methods to the func-
tional domain with theoretical guarantees under an asymptotic framework, e.g., Bosq (2000);
Bathia et al. (2010); Ho¨rmann and Kokoszka (2010); Panaretos and Tavakoli (2013); Aue
et al. (2015); Ho¨rmann et al. (2015); Li et al. (2020), just to name a few. Rapid development
of data collection technology has made high-dimensional functional time series datasets be-
come increasingly common. Examples include hourly measured concentrations of various
pollutants, e.g., PM10 trajectories (Ho¨rmann et al., 2015) collected over a number of sites,
daily electricity load curves (Cho et al., 2013) for a large number of households, cumulative
intraday return trajectories (Horva´th et al., 2014), daily return density curves (Bathia et al.,
2010) and functional volatility processes (Mu¨ller et al., 2011) for a large collection of stocks,
and annul temperature curves (Aue and van Delft, 2020) at different measuring stations.
The datasets, in this context, consist of p-dimensional vector of functional time series,
Wtp¨q “ tWt1p¨q, . . . ,Wtpp¨quT for t “ 1, . . . , n with (auto)covariance functions ΣWh pu, vq “
CovtWtpuq,Wt`hpvqu for any integer h and u, v P U (a compact interval), where p can be
diverging with, or even larger than, n in a high-dimensional regime. Suppose the observed
curves Wtp¨q are subject to errors in the form of
Wtp¨q “ Xtp¨q ` etp¨q , u P U , (1)
where Xtp¨q “ tXt1p¨q, . . . , Xtpp¨quT is p-dimensional functional time series of interest and
etp¨q “ tet1p¨q, . . . , etpp¨quT is a white noise sequence. In the same manner as ΣWh pu, vq, we
define ΣXh pu, vq and Σehpu, vq by replacing Wtp¨q with Xtp¨q and etp¨q, respectively. We call
etp¨q is a white noise sequence if Etetpuqu “ 0 and Σehpu, vq “ 0 for any u, v P U and h ‰ 0.
This formulation guarantees that all dynamic elements of Wtp¨q are included in the signal
term Xtp¨q and all white noise elements are absorbed into etp¨q. The existence of etp¨q reflects
that curves Xtp¨q are seldom completely observed. Instead, they are often only measured,
with errors, at discrete locations. These noisy discrete data are smoothed to yield ‘observed’
curves Wtp¨q. Note that tXtp¨qunt“1 and tetp¨qunt“1 are uncorrelated and unobservable. See
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Bathia et al. (2010) for the univariate case of model (1) with fully nonparametric structure on
Σe0. When W1p¨q, . . . ,Wnp¨q are univariate and independent, Hall and Vial (2006) addressed
the same problem under a ‘low noise’ setting assuming that etp¨q goes to 0 as n goes to 8.
Imposing some parametrically specified structure in the univariate case, Σe0 is assumed to
be diagonal in Yao et al. (2005) and banded under the assumption that ΣX0 is finite rank in
Descary and Panaretos (2019).
The standard estimation procedure for univariate or low-dimensional functional time
series models consists of three steps (Aue et al., 2015). Due to the intrinsic infinite-
dimensionality of functional data, the first step performs dimension reduction via e.g. func-
tional principal components analysis (FPCA) to approximate each observed curve by the
finite Karhunen-Loe`ve representation, which transforms functional time series observations
into a vector time series of FPC scores. The second step transforms the estimation of
function-valued parameters involved in the models to the estimation of some vector- or
matrix-valued parameters based on the estimated FPC scores. The third step utilizes es-
timated eigenfunctions to obtain the function-valued estimate of interest from the vector-
or matrix-valued estimate obtained in the second step. Estimation in the context of high-
dimensional functional time series is often impossible without imposing some lower-dimensional
structural assumption on the model parameters space. With imposed functional sparsity
structure, the second step needs to consider the estimation under a block (or group) spar-
sity constraint resulting from the first step, where variables belonging to the same group
should be simultaneously included in or excluded from the model. In a regression setup, the
group-lasso penalized least squares estimation (Yuan and Lin, 2006) can be implemented
in the second step to obtain block sparse estimates, from which the third step can recover
functional sparse estimates. Similar three-step procedures have been developed to estimate
sparse high-dimensional functional models, see e.g., vector functional autoregression (VFAR)
(Guo and Qiao, 2020), scalar-on-function linear additive regression (SFLR) (Fan et al., 2015;
Kong et al., 2016; Xue and Yao, 2020) and function-on-function linear additive regression
(FFLR) (Fan et al., 2014; Luo and Qi, 2017) with serially dependent observations.
Under the error contamination model in (1), provided that both FPCA and penalized
least squares estimation are based on the estimated covariance function of Wtp¨q, i.e. pΣW0 , the
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standard covariance-based procedure is inappropriate given the fact that ΣW0 “ ΣX0 `Σe0 and
hence pΣW0 is not a consistent estimator for ΣX0 . In this paper, motivated from a simple fact
that ΣWh “ ΣXh for any h ‰ 0, which automatically removes the impact from the noise etp¨q,
we propose an autocovariance-based three-step learning framework. Differing from FPCA
via Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion of Wtjp¨q for each j, our first step of dimension reduction is
developed under an alternative data-driven basis expansion of Xtjp¨q formed by performing
eigenanlysis on a positive-definite operator defined based on autocovariance functions of
Wtjp¨q. Different from the penalized least squares estimation applied in the second step,
we make use of the autocovariance information of the basis coefficients to construct some
moment equations and then apply our proposed block regularized method to estimate the
associated block sparse vector- or matrix-valued parameters based on the estimated basis
coefficients obtained in the first step. In the third step, the block sparse estimates obtained
in the second step are re-transformed to sparse function-valued estimates via estimated basis
functions obtained in the first step.
There exist several challenges in the theoretical analysis of the proposed autocovariance-
based learning framework for high-dimensional functional time series gathering challenges
of non-asymptotics (Wainwright, 2019) and infinite-dimensionality with serial dependence
(Jirak, 2016). First, our proposed second step is applied to the estimated basis coefficients
rather than the true coefficients to produce block sparse estimates whereas the conventional
sparse estimation is applied directly to observed data. Accounting for such approximation
is a major undertaking. Second, under a high-dimensional and serially dependent setting,
it is essential to develop non-asymptotic theory that seeks to provide probabilistic bounds
on relevant estimated terms as a function of n, p and the truncated dimension under our
autocovariance-based dimension reduction framework. Third, compared with non-functional
data, the infinite-dimensional nature of functional data leads to the additional theoretical
complexity that arises from specifying the block structure and controlling the bias terms
formed by truncation errors in our dimension reduction step.
The main contribution of our paper is fourfold.
1. Our autocovariance-based learning framework can address the error contamination
model in (1) in the presence of infinite-dimensional signal curve dynamics with the
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addition of ‘genuinely functional’ white noise. It makes the good use of the serial
correlation information in our estimation, which is most relevant in the context of time
series modelling.
2. To provide theoretical guarantees for the first and third steps and to verify imposed
conditions in the second step, we rely on functional stability measures (Guo and Qiao,
2020; Fang et al., 2020) to characterize the effect of serial dependence and investigate
non-asymptotic properties of relevant estimated terms under the autocovariance-based
dimension reduction framework we consider.
3. We utilize the autocovariance of basis coefficients to construct high-dimensional mo-
ment equations with partitioned group structure, based on which we formulate the sec-
ond step in a general block regularized minimum distance (RMD) estimation framework
so as to produce block sparse estimates. Within such framework, the group informa-
tion can be explicitly encoded in a convex optimization targeting at minimizing the
block `1 norm objective function subject to the block `8 norm constraint. To theoreti-
cally support the second step, we also study convergence properties of the block RMD
estimator.
4. Exemplarily, we illustrate the autocovariance-based three-step procedure using three
sparse high-dimensional functional time series models, i.e. SFLR, FFLR and VFAR.
Using our derived theoretical results, we establish convergence rates of the associ-
ated estimators in these models. Empirically, we demonstrate the superiority of these
autocovariance-based estimators relative to their covariance-based counterparts.
Our paper is set out as follows. In Section 2, we propose a general autocovariance-
based three-step procedure with illustration using SFLR as an example. In Section 3, we
present the first step of autocovariance-based dimension reduction and establish essential
deviation bounds in elementwise `8-norm on relevant estimated terms used in subsequent
analysis. In Section 4, we formulate the second step in a general block RMD estimation
framework and investigate its theoretical properties. In Section 5, we illustrate the proposed
autocovariance-based learning framework using applications of SFLR, FFLR and VFAR,
and present convergence analysis of the associated estimators. In Section 6, we examine
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the finite-sample performance of the proposed estimators through both an extensive set of
simulations and an analysis of a public financial dataset. All technical proofs are relegated
to the Supplementary Material.
Notation. For a positive integer q, we denote rqs “ t1, . . . , qu. Let L2pUq be a Hilbert
space of square integrable functions on a compact interval U . The inner product of f, g P
L2pUq is xf, gy “
ş
U fpuqgpuq du. For a Hilbert space H Ă L2pUq, we denote the p-fold
Cartesian product by Hp “ H ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ H and the tensor product by S “ H b H. For
f “ pf1, . . . , fpqT and g “ pg1, . . . , gpqT in Hp, we define xf ,gy “ řpi“1xfi, giy. We use
}f} “ xf , fy1{2 and }f}0 “ řpi“1 Ip}fi} ‰ 0q with Ip¨q being the indicator function to de-
note functional versions of induced norm and `0-norm, respectively. For an integral oper-
ator K : Hp Ñ Hq induced from the kernel function K “ pKijqqˆp with each Kij P S,
Kpfqpuq “ třpj“1xK1jpu, ¨q, fjp¨qy, . . . ,řpj“1xKqjpu, ¨q, fjp¨qyuT P Hq for any f P Hp. For nota-
tional economy, we will also use K to denote both the kernel and the operator. We define
functional versions of Frobenius and matrix `8-norms by }K}F “ přqi“1 řpj“1 }Kij}2Sq1{2
and }K}8 “ maxiPrqsřpj“1 }Kij}S , respectively, where }Kij}S “ tşU şU K2ijpu, vq dudvu1{2
denotes the Hilbert–Schmidt norm of Kij. For any real matrix B “ pbijqqˆp, we write
}B}max “ maxiPrqs,jPrps |bij| and use }B}F “ přqi“1 řpj“1 |bij|2q1{2 and }B}2 “ λ1{2maxpBTBq
to denote its Frobenius norm and `2-norm, respectively. For two sequences of positive num-
bers tanu and tbnu, we write an À bn or bn Á an if there exist a positive constant c such that
an{bn ď c. We write an — bn if and only if an À bn and bn À an hold simultaneously.
2 Autocovariance-based three-step procedure
Suppose we observe weakly stationary functional time series tWtp¨qutPrns with mean zero and
(auto)covariance functions ΣWh pu, vq “ tΣWh,jkpu, vquj,kPrps for integer h ě 0 and pu, vq P U2,
whose sample estimators are given by
pΣWh pu, vq “ 1n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
WtpuqWt`hpvqT “ tpΣWh,jkpu, vquj,kPrps . (2)
Our proposed autocovariance-based learning framework consists of the following three steps.
Step 1: Due to the infinite-dimensionality of functional data, for each j, we expand signal curves
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Xtjp¨q through data-driven orthonormal basis functions, tψjlp¨qu8l“1, and approximate
them using dj-dimensional truncation,
Xtjp¨q “
8ÿ
l“1
ηtjlψjlp¨q « ηTtjψjp¨q , j P rps , (3)
where ηtjl “ xXtj, ψjly, ηtj “ pηtj1, . . . , ηtjdjqT P Rdj and ψj “ pψj1, . . . , ψjdjqT P
Rdj . Given observed functional time series tWtjp¨qutPrns, we adopt an autocovariance-
based dimension reduction approach in Section 3, where we can obtain estimated basis
functions pψj “ pψˆj1, . . . , ψˆjdjqT and estimated basis coefficients pηtj “ pηˆtj1, . . . , ηˆtjdjqT
with ηˆtjl “ xWtj, ψˆjly for l P rdjs.
Step 2: Based on the dimension reduction in Step 1, we can transform the estimation of
function-valued parameters of interest under the sparsity constraint to the block sparse
estimation of some vector- or matrix-valued parameters. Let EtηtjηTpt`hqku “ tσphqjklmulPrdjs,mPrdks
with its estimator pn´hq´1 řn´ht“1 pηtjpηTpt`hqk “ tσˆphqjklmulPrdjs,mPrdks for j, k P rps and h ě 0.
To identify these vector- or matrix-valued parameters, we use the autocovariance in-
formation among the basis coefficients tηtju to construct high-dimensional moment
equations with partitioned group structure and then rely on estimated autocovariance
terms tσˆphqjklm : j, k P rps, l P rdjs,m P rdks, h ě 1u to formulate the block RMD estima-
tion as introduced in Section 4.
Step 3: We utilize tpψjp¨qujPrps to recover functional sparse estimates from those block sparse
estimates obtained in Step 2.
We give some illustration on the rationality of our autocovariance-based procedure. Write
ΣXh pu, vq “ tΣXh,jkpu, vquj,kPrps and Σehpu, vq “ tΣeh,jkpu, vquj,kPrps. In the first step, the classi-
cal FPCA is implemented by the eigenanalysis of pΣW0,jj for each j. However, such covariance-
based estimation problem is insoluble in the sense that one cannot separate Xtjp¨q from
Wtjp¨q due to ΣW0,jj “ ΣX0,jj ` Σe0,jj and hence pΣW0,jj is no longer a consistent estimator for
ΣX0,jj. Inspired from Σ
W
h,jj “ ΣXh,jj for any h ‰ 0, which automatically filters out the impact
from etjp¨q and hence guarantees that pΣWh,jj is a legitimate estimator for ΣXh,jj, our first step is
developed under an alternative data-driven basis expansion of Xtjp¨q formed by performing
eigenanalysis on a positive-definite operator defined based on pΣWh,jj for h ě 1. In the second
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step, the commonly adopted penalized least squares approach is based on the sample covari-
ance among the estimated FPC scores tσˆp0qjklm : j, k P rps, l P rdjs,m P rdksu, see e.g. Kong
et al. (2016). However, provided that σ
phq
jklm “ xψjl,ΣXh,jkpψkmqy and σˆphqjklm “ xψˆjl, pΣWh,jkpψˆkmqy,
such covariance-based penalized least squares approach is inappropriate due to the fact thatpΣW0,jk and σˆp0qjklm are not consistent estimators for ΣX0,jk and σp0qjklm, respectively. Motivated
from ΣWh,jk “ ΣXh,jk for any h ‰ 0 ensuring that σˆphqjklm is a legitimate estimator for σphqjklm,
the moment equations based on tσphqjklm : j, k P rps, l P rdjs,m P rdks, h ě 1u can be well
approximated by its empirical version relied on tσˆphqjklmu.
We next illustrate the proposed three-step procedure using SFLR as an example. Con-
sider high-dimensional SFLR in the form of
Yt “
pÿ
j“1
ż
U
Xtjpuqβ0jpuq du` εt , t P rns , (4)
where p-dimensional functional covariates tXtp¨qutPrns satisfying model (1) are independent of
i.i.d. mean-zero random errors tεtutPrns, and tβ0jp¨qujPrps are unknown functional coefficients.
Given observations tpWtp¨q, YtqutPrns, our goal is to estimate β0p¨q “ tβ01p¨q, . . . , β0pp¨quT.
To guarantee a feasible solution under high-dimensional scaling, we assume that β0p¨q is
functional s-sparse, i.e. s components in tβ0jp¨qujPrps are nonzero with s being much smaller
than p.
We expand each Xtjp¨q according to (3) truncated at dj and rewrite (4) as
Yt “
pÿ
j“1
ηTtjb0j ` rt ` εt ,
where b0j “
ş
U ψjpuqβ0jpuq du P Rdj and rt “
řp
j“1
ř8
l“dj`1 ηtjlxψjl, β0jy is the truncation
error. Given some prescribed positive integer L, we choose tηpt`hqk : h P rLs, k P rpsu as
vector-valued instrumental variables. Then b0 “ pbT01, . . . ,bT0pqT P R
řp
j“1 dj can be identified
by the following moment equations:
Etηpt`hqkεtu “ ghkpb0q `Rhk “ 0 , k P rps , h P rLs , (5)
where ghkpb0q “ Etηpt`hqkYtu´
řp
j“1 Etηpt`hqkηTtjb0ju and the bias term Rhk “ ´Etηpt`hqkrtu.
Given tpηtjutPrns,jPrps and tpψjp¨qujPrps obtained in the first step, for any b “ pbT1 , . . . ,bTp qT P
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R
řp
j“1 dj , we define
pghkpbq “ 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
pηpt`hqkYt ´ 1n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
pÿ
j“1
pηpt`hqkpηTtjbj , k P rps , h P rLs , (6)
which provides the empirical version of ghkpbq “ Etηpt`hqkYtu ´
řp
j“1 Etηpt`hqkηTtjbju. It
follows from (5) that
pghkpb0q « 0 , k P rps , h P rLs . (7)
Based on (7), applying the block RMD estimation introduced in Section 4 results in a
block sparse estimator pb “ ppbT1 , . . . , pbTp qT. Given that the recovery of functional sparsity in
β0p¨q is equivalent to estimating the block sparsity in b0, we can estimate functional sparse
coefficients in the third step by
βˆjp¨q “ pψjp¨qTpbj , j P rps . (8)
3 Autocovariance-based dimension reduction
3.1 Methodology
For each j P rps, we assume that signal curves Xtjp¨q admit the Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion
Xtjp¨q “ ř8l“1 ξtjlνjlp¨q, where ξtjl “ xXtj, νjly corresponds to a sequence of random variables
with Epξtjlq “ 0 and Covpξtjl, ξtjl1q “ ωjlIpl “ l1q. Here ωj1 ě ωj2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ě 0 are eigenval-
ues of ΣX0,jj and νj1p¨q, νj2p¨q, . . . are the corresponding orthonormal eigenfunctions satisfyingş
U Σ
X
0,jjpu, vqνjlpvq dv “ ωjlνjlpuq for l ě 1. The commonly adopted FPCA is based on ap-
plying Karhunen-Loe`ve expansion to observed curves tWtjp¨qutPrns. However, this covariance-
based dimension reduction approach is inappropriate under the error contamination model
in (1) as discussed in Section 2. Hall and Vial (2006) tackled such covariance-based problem
under the assumption that W1jp¨q, . . . ,Wnjp¨q are independent and the noise etjp¨q goes to 0
as n grows to 8.
Without requiring the restrictive ‘low noise’ and independence assumption, we follow
Bathia et al. (2010) to implement an autocovariance-based dimension reduction approach
for observed curves tWtjp¨qutPrns due to the fact ΣWh,jj “ ΣXh,jj for any h ‰ 0, which ensures
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that pΣWh,jj is a legitimate estimator for ΣXh,jj when h ‰ 0. Specifically, we define a nonnegative
operator Kjj to pull together the autocovariance information at different lags:
Kjjpu, vq “
Lÿ
h“1
ż
U
ΣXh,jjpu, zqΣXh,jjpv, zq dz “
Lÿ
h“1
ż
U
ΣWh,jjpu, zqΣWh,jjpv, zq dz , (9)
where L ą 0 is some prescribed fixed integer. See Lam and Yao (2012) for the selection
of L in practice. It then follows from the infinite-dimensional analog of Proposition 1 in
Bathia et al. (2010) that, under regularity conditions, Kjj has the spectral decomposition
Kjjpu, vq “ ř8l“1 λjlψjlpuqψjlpvq with nonzero eigenvalues λ1 ě λ2 ě ¨ ¨ ¨ ą 0 and corre-
sponding orthonormal eigenfunctions ψj1p¨q, ψj2p¨q, . . . such that the expansion in (3) holds.
This expansion forms the foundation of autocovariance-based dimension reduction for error-
contaminated functional time series and generalizes the finite-dimensional formulation in
Bathia et al. (2010) to the infinite-dimensional setting.
With legitimate estimators pΣWh,jj for positive integer h in (2), a natural estimator for Kjj
in (9) can be obtained by
pKjjpu, vq “ Lÿ
h“1
ż
U
pΣWh,jjpu, zqpΣWh,jjpv, zq dz
“ 1pn´ Lq2
Lÿ
h“1
n´Lÿ
t,s“1
WtjpuqWsjpvqxWpt`hqj,Wps`hqjy .
(10)
Performing eigenanalysis on pKjj leads to the estimated eigenpairs tpλˆjl, ψˆjlqulě1.
The infinite series in the expansion in (3) are then truncated at dj, chosen data-adaptively.
In practice, we only observe the erroneous versions tWtjp¨qutPrns instead of the signal com-
ponents tXtjp¨qutPrns themselves, and the estimated basis coefficients are given by ηˆtjl “
xWtj, ψˆjly. As discussed in Section 2, the proposed second and third steps explicitly rely on
the sample autocovariance among estimated basis coefficients, tσˆphqjklm : j, k P rps, l P rdjs,m P
rdks, h P rLsu, and the estimated eigenfunctions tψˆjlp¨q : j P rps, l P rdjsu, respectively,
whose convergence properties in elementwise `8-norm under high-dimensional scaling are
investigated in Section 3.2 below.
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3.2 Rates in elementwise `8-norm
To characterize the effect of dependence on relevant estimated terms, we will use the func-
tional stability measure of tWtp¨qutPZ proposed in Guo and Qiao (2020).
Condition 1. For tWtp¨qutPZ, the spectral density operator fWθ “ p2piq´1
ř
hPZ Σ
W
h e
´ihθ for
θ P r´pi, pis exists and the functional stability measure defined in (11) is finite, i.e.
MW “ 2pi ¨ ess sup
θPr´pi,pis,ΦPHp0
xΦ, fWθ pΦqy
xΦ,ΣW0 pΦqy
ă 8 , (11)
where Hp0 “ tΦ P Hp : xΦ,ΣW0 pΦqy P p0,8qu.
HereMW in (11) is expressed proportional to functional Rayleigh quotients of fWθ relative
to ΣW0 and hence it can more precisely capture the effect of eigenvalues of f
W
θ relative to small
decaying eigenvalues of ΣW0 , which is essential to handle truly infinite-dimensional functional
objects tWtjp¨qu. We next define the functional stability measure of all k-dimensional subsets
of tWtp¨qutPZ, i.e. tpWtjp¨q : j P JqTutPZ for J Ă rps with cardinality |J | ď k, by
MWk “ 2pi ¨ ess sup
θPr´pi,pis,}Φ}0ďk,ΦPHp0
xΦ, fWθ pΦqy
xΦ,ΣW0 pΦqy
, k P rps . (12)
Under Condition 1, it is easy to verify that MWk ď MW ă 8, which will be used in our
non-asymptotic analysis.
Provided that our non-asymptotic results are developed using the infinite-dimensional
analog of Hanson–Wright inequality (Rudelson and Vershynin, 2013) in a general Hilbert
space H, we need to specify the sub-Gaussian random variables therein.
Definition 1. Let Ztp¨q be a mean zero random variable in H for any fixed t and Σ0 : HÑ H
be a covariance operator. Then Ztp¨q is a sub-Gaussian process if there exists a constant
c ą 0 such that Epexx,Zyq ď ec2xx,Σ0pxqy{2 for all x P H.
Condition 2. (i) tWtp¨qutPZ is a sequence of multivariate functional linear processes with
sub-Gaussian errors, namely sub-Gaussian functional linear processes, Wtp¨q “ ř8l“0 Blpεt´lq
for any t P Z, where Bl “ pBl,jkqpˆp with each Bl,jk P HbH, εtp¨q “ tεt1p¨q, . . . , εtpp¨quT P Hp
and the components in tεtp¨qutPZ are independent sub-Gaussian processes satisfying Defini-
tion 1; (ii) The coefficient functions satisfy
ř8
l“0 }Bl}8 “ Op1q; (iii) ωε0 “ maxjPrps
ş
U Σ
ε
0,jjpu, uq du “
Op1q, where Σε0,jjpu, uq “ Covtεtjpuq, εtjpuqu.
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The multivariate functional linear process can be seen as the generalization of functional
linear process (Bosq, 2000) to the multivariate setting as well as the extension of multivariate
linear process (Hamilton, 1994) to the functional domain. According to Fang et al. (2020),
Condition 2(ii) ensures the stationarity of tWtp¨qutPZ and, together with Condition 2(iii),
implies that ωW0 “ maxjPrps
ş
U Σ
W
0,jjpu, uq du “ Op1q, which is essential in subsequent analysis.
Condition 3. (i) For each j P rps, it holds that λj1 ą λj2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą 0, and there exist some
positive constants c0 and α ą 1 such that λjl ´ λjpl`1q ě c0l´α´1 for l ě 1; (ii) For each
j P rps, the linear space spanned by tνjlp¨qu8l“1 is the same as that spanned by tψjlp¨qu8l“1.
Condition 3(i) controls the lower bound of eigengaps with larger values of α yielding
tigher gaps and also implies that λjl ě c0α´1l´α. See similar conditions in Hall and Horowitz
(2007) and Kong et al. (2016). To simplify notation, we assume the same α across j, but
this condition can be relaxed by allowing α to depend on j and our theoretical results can
be generalized accordingly.
We next establish the deviation bounds on estimated eigenpairs, tpλˆjl, ψˆjlqu, and the
sample autocovariance among estimated basis coefficients, tσˆphqjklmu, in elementwise `8-norm,
which play a crucial role in further convergence analysis under high-dimensional scaling.
Theorem 1. Let Conditions 1–3 hold, d be a positive integer possibly depending on pn, pq. If
n Á logppdq, then there exist some positive constants c1 and c2 independent of pn, p, dq such
that
max
jPrps,lPrds
"
|λˆjl ´ λjl| `
››› ψˆjl ´ ψjl
lα`1
›››* ÀMW1
c
logppdq
n
(13)
holds with probability greater than 1´ c1ppdq´c2, where MW1 is defined in (12).
Theorem 2. Let conditions in Theorem 1 hold and h ě 1 be fixed. If n Á d2α`2pMW1 q2 logppdq,
then there exist some positive constants c3 and c4 independent of pn, p, dq such that
max
j,kPrps,l,mPrds
|σˆphqjklm ´ σphqjklm|
pl _mqα`1 ÀM
W
1
c
logppdq
n
(14)
holds with probability greater than 1´ c3ppdq´c4, where MW1 is defined in (12).
Remark 1. The parameter d in Theorems 1 and 2 can be understood as the truncated dimen-
sion of infinite-dimensional functional objects under the expansion in (3). In general, d can
depend on j, say dj, then the right-sides of (13) and (14) become MW1 n´1{2 log1{2p
řp
j“1 djq.
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4 Block RMD estimation framework
4.1 A general estimation procedure
In this section, we present the proposed second step in a general block RMD estimation
framework. Resulting from the dimension reduction step, the estimation of function-valued
parameters involved in sparse high-dimensional functional models can be transformed to the
block sparse estimation of some vector- or matrix-valued parameters, θ0 “ pθT01, . . . ,θT0pqT P
R
řp
j“1 djˆd˜ with each θ0j P Rdjˆd˜, under high-dimensional scaling. For SFLR with a scalar
response, d˜ “ 1. For FFLR and VFAR, d˜ ě 1 is the truncated dimension of the functional
response. Given some prescribed positive integer L and q “ pL target moment functions
θ ÞÑ gipθq mapping θ P R
řp
j“1 djˆd˜ to gipθq P Rdkˆd˜ with i “ ph ´ 1qp ` k and k P rps for
h P rLs, where both p and q are large, we assume that θ0 can be identified by the following
moment equations:
gipθ0q `Ri “ 0 , i P rqs , (15)
where Ri’s are formed by autocovariance-based truncation errors due to the finite approxi-
mation in the first step. We are interested in estimating block sparse θ0 based on empirical
mappings θ ÞÑ pgipθq of θ ÞÑ gipθq for i P rqs. See Sections 2 and 5 for detailed expressions
of gip¨q and pgip¨q in some exemplified models.
We define the block RMD estimator pθ “ ppθT1 , . . . , pθTp qT P Rřpj“1 djˆd˜ as a solution to the
following convex optimization problem:
pθ “ arg min
θ
pÿ
j“1
}θj}F subject to max
iPrqs
}pgipθq}F ď γn , (16)
where γn ě 0 is a regularization parameter. For SFLR or FFLR with d˜ “ 1, the matrix
Frobenius norm in (16) degenerates to the vector `2-norm. For FFLR and VFAR with d˜ ą 1,
the corresponding optimization tasks are formulated under the matrix Frobenius norm. The
group information is encoded in the objective function, which forces the elements of pθj to
either all be zero or nonzero, thus producing the block sparsity in pθ. It is worth noting
that, without the bias terms Ri’s in (15), our proposed block RMD estimation framework
can be seen as a blockwise generalization of the RMD estimation (Belloni et al., 2018) by
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replacing | ¨ | with the } ¨ }F. To solve the large-scale convex optimization problem in (16),
we use the R package CVXR (Fu et al., 2020), which is easy to implement and converges
fast. In Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, we will illustrate our proposed autocovariance-based block
RMD estimation framework using examples of SFLR, FFLR and VFAR, respectively, in the
context of high-dimensional functional time series.
4.2 Theoretical properties
We begin with some notation that will be used in this section. For a block matrix B “
pBijqiPrN1s,jPrN2s P RN1m1ˆN2m2 with the pi, jq-th block Bij P Rm1ˆm2 , we define }B}pm1,m2qmax “
maxiPrN1s,jPrN2s }Bij}F. When N2 “ 1, we also define }B}pm1,m2q1 “
řN1
i“1 }Bi}F. To simplify
notation in this section and theoretical analysis in Section 5, we assume the same truncated
dimension dj “ d across j P rps, but our theoretical results extend naturally to the more
general setting where dj’s are different.
Let gpθq “ tg1pθqT, . . . ,gqpθqTuT and R “ pRT1 , . . . ,RTq qT P Rqdˆd˜. We focus on the case
of which the moment function θ ÞÑ gpθq mapping from Rpdˆd˜ to Rqdˆd˜ is linear with respect
to θ in the form of gpθq “ Gθ ` gp0q. This together with (15) implies that
Gθ0 ` gp0q `R “ 0 , (17)
the form of which can be easily verified for SFLR, FFLR and VFAR models we consider in
this paper. Now we reformulate the optimization task in (16) as
pθ “ arg min
θ
}θ}pd,d˜q1 subject to }pgpθq}pd,d˜qmax ď γn , (18)
where pgpθq “ pGθ` pgp0q is the empirical version of gpθq. It is worth noting that θ0 is block
s-sparse with support S “ tj P rps : }θ0j}F ‰ 0u and its cardinality s “ |S|.
Before presenting properties of the block RMD estimator pθ, we impose some high-level
regularity conditions.
Condition 4. There exists n1, δn1 ą 0 such that }pG´G}pd,dqmax _}pgp0q´gp0q}pd,d˜qmax ď n1 with
probability at least 1´ δn1.
Condition 5. There exists 2 ą 0 such that }R}pd,d˜qmax ď 2.
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Condition 6. There exists δn2 ą 0 such that }pgpθ0q}pd,d˜qmax ď γn with probability at least
1´ δn2.
Conditions 4 and 5 together ensure that the empirical moment functions are nicely con-
centrated around the target moment functions. Using our derived non-asymptotic results in
Section 3.2, we can easily specify the concentration bounds in Condition 4 for SFLR, FFLR
and VFAR. With further imposed smoothness conditions on coefficient functions, Condi-
tion 5 can also be verified. Condition 6 indicates that θ0 is feasible in the optimization
problem (18) with high probability, in which case a solution pθ of (18) exists and satisfies
}pθ}pd,d˜q1 ď }θ0}pd,d˜q1 . The non-block version of such property typically plays a crucial role to
tackle high-dimensional models in the literature.
Let δ “ θ ´ θ0. We define a block `1-sensitivity coefficient
κpθ0q “ inf
T :|T |ďs
inf
δPCT :}δ}pd,d˜q1 ą0
}Gδ}pd,d˜qmax
}δ}pd,d˜q1
, (19)
where CT “ tδ P Rpdˆd˜ : }δT c}pd,d˜q1 ď }δT }pd,d˜q1 u for T Ă rps. Provided that pδ “ pθ ´ θ0 P CS
under Condition 6 as justified in Lemma 1 of the Supplementary Material, the lower bound
of κpθ0q is useful to establish the error bound for }pδ}pd,d˜q1 . See also Belloni et al. (2018) and
Gautier and Rose (2019) for non-block lq-sensitivity quantities to handle high-dimensional
instruments. We then need Condition 7 below to determine such lower bound. Before
presenting this condition, we introduce some notation. Let J Ă rqs and M Ă rps, let
GJ,M “ pGjkqjPJ,kPM with each Gjk P Rdˆd be the block submatrix of G consisting of all
block rows j P J and all block columns k PM of G. For an integer m ě s, we define
σminpm,Gq “ min|M |ďm max|J |ďmσminpGJ,Mq and σmaxpm,Gq “ max|M |ďm max|J |ďmσmaxpGJ,Mq ,
where σminpGJ,Mq and σmaxpGJ,Mq are the smallest and largest singular values of GJ,M .
Condition 7. There exists an universal constant c5 ą 0 and µ ą 0 such that σmaxpm,Gq ě c5
and σminpm,Gq{σmaxpm,Gq ě µ for m “ 16s{µ2.
In Condition 7, the quantity µ serves as a key factor to determine the lower bound of
κpθ0q, which is justified in Lemma 3 of the Supplementary Material. When µ is bounded
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away from zero, we have a strongly-identified model. When µ Ñ 0, it corresponds to the
scenario with weak instruments. See also Belloni et al. (2018) for similar conditions. We are
now ready to present the theorem on the convergence rate of pθ.
Theorem 3. Suppose that Conditions 4–7 hold. If }θ0}pd,d˜q1 ď K and the regularization
parameter γn À pK ` 1qn1` 2, then with probability at least 1´ pδn1` δn2q, the block RMD
estimator pθ satisfies
}pθ ´ θ0}pd,d˜q1 À sµ´2tpK ` 1qn1 ` 2u . (20)
Remark 2. (i) The error bound in (20) has the familiar variance-bias tradeoff as commonly
considered in nonparametrics statistics, suggesting us to carefully select the truncated di-
mension d so as to balance variance and bias terms for the optimal estimation.
(ii) With commonly imposed smoothness conditions on functional coefficients, it is easy
to verify that K _ 2 “ opsq for SFLR, FFLR and VFAR in Section 5.
(iii) For three examples we consider, G is formed by tσphqjklm : j, k P rps, l,m P rds, h P rLsu
with the components σ
phq
jklm satisfying |σphqjklm| ď tEpη2tjlqu1{2rEtη2pt`hqkmus1{2 “ λ1{2jl λ1{2km Ñ 0
as l,m Ñ 8. Consider a general cross-covariance matrix G “ EpxyTq P Rqdˆpd with entries
decaying to zero as d Ñ 8, where x “ px1, . . . , xqdqT with Epxq “ 0 and y “ py1, . . . , ypdqT
with Epyq “ 0, it is more sensible to impose Condition 7 on its normalized version rG “
DxGDy instead of G itself, where Dx “ diagtVarpx1q´1{2, . . . ,Varpxqdq´1{2u and Dy “
diagtVarpy1q´1{2, . . . ,Varpypdq´1{2u. For three exemplified models, Dx and Dy are formed by
tλ´1{2jl : j P rps, l P rdsu.
Remark 2(iii) motivates us to present the following proposition that will be used in the
theoretical analysis of associate estimators for SFLR, FFLR and VFAR in Section 5.
Proposition 1. Suppose that all conditions in Theorem 3 hold except that Condition 7 holds
for rG, then with probability at least 1´ pδn1 ` δn2q, the block RMD estimator pθ satisfies
}pθ ´ θ0}pd,d˜q1 À sµ´2}Dx}max}Dy}maxtpK ` 1qn1 ` 2u . (21)
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5 Applications
In this section, we present the proposed autocovariance-based estimation procedure with
corresponding convergence analysis using applications of SFLR, FFLR and VFAR models
under high-dimensional scaling in Sections 5.1, 5.2 and 5.3, respectively.
5.1 High-dimensional SFLR
Within the learning framework in Section 2, we first perform autocovariance-based dimension
reduction on tWtjp¨qutPrns for each j P rps. Following the optimization framework in (16), we
then develop the block RMD estimator pb as a solution to the constrained optimization
problem below:
pb “ arg min
b
pÿ
j“1
}bj}2 subject to max
kPrps,hPrLs
}pghkpbq}2 ď γn ,
where γn ě 0 is a regularization parameter and pghkpbq is defined in (6). Finally, we obtain
estimated functional coefficients tβˆjp¨qujPrps as in (8).
We next present the convergence analysis of tβˆjp¨qujPrps. To simplify notation, we assume
the same truncated dimension dj “ d across j P rps. We rewrite (5) in the form of (17),
where g “ pgT11, . . . ,gT1p, . . . ,gTL1, . . . ,gTLpqT, R “ pRT11, . . . ,RT1p, . . . ,RTL1, . . . ,RTLpqT and G “
pGijq P RpLdˆpd whose pi, jq-th block is Gij “ Etηpt`hqkηTtju P Rdˆd with i “ ph´1qp`k and
k P rps for h P rLs. Applying Theorem 2 and Proposition 3 in the Appendix on pG and pgp0q,
respectively, we can verify Condition 4 with the choice of n1 — MW,Y dα`2tlogppdq{nu1{2,
where MW,Y is specified in Proposition 3 in the Appendix. Before presenting the main
theorem, we list two regularity conditions.
Condition 8. For each j P S “ tj P rps : }β0j} ‰ 0u, β0jp¨q “ ř8l“1 ajlψjlp¨q and there exists
some positive constant τ ą α ` 1{2 such that |ajl| À l´τ for l ě 1.
Condition 9. Let rG “ prGijq be the normalized version of G “ pGijq by replacing each
Gij with rGij “ EtDkηpt`hqkηTtjDju, i “ ph ´ 1qp ` k, k P rps for h P rLs and j P rps, where
Dj “ diagpλ´1{2j1 , . . . , λ´1{2jd q. Then there exists an universal constant c6 and µ ą 0 such that
σmaxpm, rGq ě c6 and σminpm, rGq{σmaxpm, rGq ě µ for m “ 16s{µ2.
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Condition 8 restricts each component in tβ0jp¨q : j P Su based on its expansion through
basis tψjlp¨qulě1. The parameter τ determines the decay rate of basis coefficients and hence
control the level of smoothness with large values yielding smoother functions in tβ0jp¨q : j P
Su. See similar conditions in Hall and Horowitz (2007) and Kong et al. (2016). Noting that
components of G decay to zero as d grows to infinity, we impose Condition 9 on rG, which
can be viewed as the normalized counterpart of Condition 7 for SFLR.
Applying Proposition 1 and Theorem 1 yields the convergence rate of the SFLR estimatepβp¨q “ tβˆ1p¨q, . . . , βˆpp¨quT under functional `1 norm in the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Suppose that Conditions 1–3 and Condition 13(ii) in the Appendix hold for
sub-Gaussian functional linear process tWtp¨qu and sub-Gaussian linear process tYtu, and
also Conditions 8–9 hold. If the regularization parameter γn — srdα`2MW,Y tlogppdq{nu1{2
`d´τ`1{2s, then the estimate pβp¨q satisfies
pÿ
j“1
}βˆj ´ β0j} “ Op
"
µ´2s2
ˆ
d2α`2MW,Y
c
logppdq
n
` dα´τ`1{2
˙*
. (22)
Remark 3. The rate of convergence in (22) is governed by both dimensionality parameters
pn, p, sq and internal parameters pMW,Y , d, α, τ, µq. Typically, the rate is better when τ, µ are
large and MW,Y and α are small. To balance variance and bias terms in (22) for the optimal
estimation, we can choose the truncated dimension d satisfying M2W,Y logppdqd2τ`2α`3 — n.
5.2 High-dimensional FFLR
Consider high-dimensional FFLR in the form of
Ytpvq “
pÿ
j“1
ż
U
Xtjpuqβ0jpu, vq du` εtpvq , t P rns , v P V , (23)
where tXtp¨qutPrns satisfy model (1) and are independent of i.i.d. mean-zero functional errors
tεtp¨qutPrns, and tβ0jp¨, ¨qujPrps are functional coefficients to be estimated. With observed data
tpWtpuq, Ytpvqq : pu, vq P U ˆ V , t P rnsu, we target to estimate β0 “ tβ01p¨, ¨q, . . . , β0pp¨, ¨quT
under a functional sparsity constraint when p is large. Specifically, we assume β0 is functional
s-sparse with support S “ tj P rps : }β0j}S ‰ 0u and cardinality s “ |S| ! p.
Provided that each observed Ytp¨q is decomposed into the sum of dynamic and white noise
components in (23), we approximate Ytp¨q under the Karhunen–Loe`ve expansion truncated
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at d˜, i.e. Ytp¨q « ζTt φp¨q, where ζt “ pζt1, . . . , ζtd˜qT and φ “ pφ1, . . . , φd˜qT. Note that we can
relax the independence assumption for tεtp¨qutPrns and model observed response curves viarYtp¨q “ Ytp¨q` eYt p¨q, where Ytp¨q and eYt p¨q correspond to the dynamic signal and white noise
elements, respectively. Then Ytp¨q can be approximated under the autocovariance-based
expansion in the sense of (3) and our subsequent analysis still follow.
For each j P rps, we expand Xtjp¨q according to (3) truncated at dj. Some specific calcu-
lations lead to the representation of (23) as
ζTt “
pÿ
j“1
ηTtjB0j ` rTt ` εTt , (24)
where B0j “
ş
UˆV ψjpuqβ0jpu, vqφpvqT dudv P Rdjˆd˜ and rt “ prt1, . . . , rtd˜qT is the truncation
error with each rtm “ řpj“1 ř8l“dj`1 ηtjlxxψjl, β0jy, φmy form P rd˜s. Let B0 “ pBT01, . . . ,BT0pqT P
R
řp
j“1 djˆd˜. We choose tηpt`hqk : h P rLs, k P rpsu as vector-valued instrumental variables,
which are assumed to be uncorrelated with the random error εt in (24). Within the frame-
work of (15), we assume that B0 is the unique solution to the following moment equations:
0 “ Etηpt`hqkεTt u “ ghkpB0q `Rhk , h P rLs , k P rps , (25)
where ghkpB0q “ Etηpt`hqkζTt u ´
řp
j“1 Etηpt`hqkηTtjB0ju and Rhk “ ´Etηpt`hqkrTt u.
Given the recovery equivalence between functional sparsity in β0 and the block sparsity in
B0, we aim to estimate the block sparse matrix B0 using the empirical versions B ÞÑ pghkpBq
for h P rLs and k P rps,
pghkpBq “ 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
pηpt`hqkpζTt ´ 1n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
pÿ
j“1
pηpt`hqkpηTtjBj ,
where pζt “ pζˆt1, . . . , ζˆtd˜qT with ζˆtm “ xYt, φˆmy for m P rd˜s and tpηtjutPrns,jPrps are obtained in
the first step. In the second step, according to (16), we formulate the block RMD estimatorpB by solving the convex optimization problem below:
pB “ arg min
B
pÿ
j“1
}Bj}F subject to max
kPrps,hPrLs
}pghkpBq}F ď γn ,
where γn ě 0 is a regularization parameter. In the third step, we estimate the coefficient
functions by
βˆjpu, vq “ pψjpuqTpBjpφpvq , pu, vq P U ˆ V , j P rps , (26)
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where tpψjpuqujPrps and pφpvq “ pφˆ1pvq, . . . , φˆd˜pvqqT are obtained in the first step.
In the following, we investigate the convergence property of tβˆjp¨, ¨qujPrps in (26). To
simplify notation, we assume the same truncated dimension dj “ d across j P rps. We first
rewrite (25) in the form of (17) and apply Theorem 2 and Proposition 2 in the Appendix onpG and pgp0q to verify Condition 4 with the choice of n1 —MW,Y dα_α˜`2tlogppdq{nu1{2, where
MW,Y is specified in Proposition 2 in the Appendix. In a similar fashion to α, the parameter
α˜ as specified in Condition 14 in the Appendix determines the tightness of eigengaps of
the covariance function of tYtp¨qu. We then impose the following smoothness condition on
nonzero coefficient functions.
Condition 10. For each j P S, β0jpu, vq “ ř8l,m“1 ajlmψjlpuqφmpvq and there exists some
positive constant τ ą α _ α˜ ` 1{2 such that |ajlm| À pl `mq´τ´1{2 for l,m ě 1.
We are now ready to present the convergence rate of the FFLR estimate pβp¨, ¨q “
tβˆ1p¨, ¨q, . . . , βˆpp¨, ¨quT under functional `1 norm in Theorem 5.
Theorem 5. Suppose that Conditions 1–3 and Conditions 13(i), 14 in the Appendix hold for
sub-Gaussian functional linear processes tWtp¨qu and tYtp¨qu, and also Conditions 9–10 hold.
Let d — d˜. If the regularization parameter γn — srdα_α˜`2MW,Y tlogppdq{nu1{2 `d´τ`1{2s, then
the estimate pβp¨, ¨q satisfies
pÿ
j“1
}βˆj ´ β0j}S “ Op
"
µ´2s2
ˆ
dα`α_α˜`2MW,Y
c
logppdq
n
` dα´τ`1{2
˙*
. (27)
Remark 4. With the same expression of G for both SFLR and FFLR, Condition 9 is
required in both Theorems 4 and 5. Note we can further remove the assumption of d — d˜,
and establish the general convergence result in terms of d, d˜ and other parameters.
5.3 High-dimensional VFAR
The high-dimensional VFAR of a fixed lag order H, namely VFAR(H), takes the form of
Xtpvq “
Hÿ
h1“1
ż
U
A
ph1q
0 pu, vqXt´h1puq du` εtpvq , t “ H ` 1, . . . , n , (28)
where tXtp¨qu satisfy model (1), the errors εt “ pεt1, . . . , εtpqT are i.i.d. sampled from a
p-dimensional vector of mean-zero functional processes, independent of Xt´1p¨q,Xt´2p¨q, . . . ,
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and A
ph1q
0 “ tAph
1q
0,jj1p¨, ¨quj,j1Prps is the unknown functional transition matrix at lag h1. To make
a feasible fit to (28) under a high-dimensional regime based on observed curves tWtp¨qutPrns,
we assume tAph1q0 uh1PrHs is rowwise functional s-sparse with s “ maxjPrps sj ! p. To be
specific, for the j-th row of components in tAph1q0 u, we denote the set of nonzero functions
by Sj “ tpj1, h1q P rps ˆ rHs : }Aph1q0,jj1}S ‰ 0u and its cardinality by sj “ |Sj| for j P rps.
For each j P rps, we approximate Xtjp¨q based on the expansion in (3) truncated at dj.
With some specific calculations, model (28) can be rowwisely rewritten as
ηTtj “
Hÿ
h1“1
pÿ
j1“1
ηTpt´h1qj1Ω
ph1q
0,jj1 ` rTtj ` εTtj , j P rps , (29)
where Ω
ph1q
0,jj1 “
ş
U2 ψj1puqAph
1q
0,jj1pu, vqψjpvqT dudv P Rdj1ˆdj and rtj “ prtj1, . . . , rtjdjqT is
the truncation error with each rtjm “ řHh1“1 řpj1“1 ř8l“dj1`1 ηpt´h1qj1lxxψj1l, Aph1q0,jj1y, ψjmy for
m P rdjs. Let Ω0j “ tpΩp1q0,j1qT, . . . , pΩp1q0,jpqT, . . . , pΩpHq0,j1qT, . . . , pΩpHq0,jpqTquT P RH
řp
j1“1 dj1ˆdj . We
choose
 
ηpt`hqk : h P rLs, k P rps
(
as vector-valued instrumental variables, which are as-
sumed to be uncorrelated with the random error εtj in (29). Within the framework of (15),
we assume that Ω0j is the unique solution to the following moment equations:
0 “ Etηpt`hqkεTtju “ gj,hkpΩ0jq `Rj,hk , h P rLs , k P rps , (30)
where gj,hkpΩ0jq “ Etηpt`hqkηTtju´
řH
h1“1
řp
j1“1 Etηpt`hqkηTpt´h1qj1Ωph
1q
0,jj1u and Rj,hk “ ´Etηpt`hqkrTtju.
Given that estimating the functional sparsity in the j-th row of tAph1q0 uh1PrHs is equivalent
to estimating the block sparsity in Ω0j for each j, our goal is to estimate the block sparse
matrix Ω0j using the empirical versions Ωj ÞÑ pgj,hkpΩjq for h P rLs and k P rps, where
pgj,hkpΩjq “ 1
n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
pηpt`hqkpηTtj ´ 1n´ h
n´hÿ
t“1
Hÿ
h1“1
pÿ
j1“1
pηpt`hqkpηTpt´h1qj1Ωph1qjj1
and tpηtjutPrns,jPrps are obtained in the first step. The second step follows (16) to formulate
the block RMD estimator pΩj by solving the following optimization task:
pΩj “ arg min
Ωj
Hÿ
h1“1
pÿ
j1“1
}Ωph1qjj1 }F subject to max
kPrps,hPrLs
}pgj,hkpΩjq}F ď γnj ,
where γnj ě 0 is a regularization parameter. The third step estimates functional transition
matrices by
Aˆ
ph1q
jj1 pu, vq “ pψj1puqT pΩph1qjj1 pψjpvq , pu, vq P U2 , j, j1 P rps , h1 P rHs ,
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where tpψjp¨qujPrps are obtained in the first step.
We next present convergence analysis of tAˆph1qjj1 p¨, ¨q : j, j1 P rps, h1 P rHsu. To simplify
notation, we assume the same truncated dimension dj “ d across j P rps. For each j P rps,
we first express (30) in the form of
gjpΩ0jq `Rj “ GjΩ0j ` gjp0q `Rj “ 0 ,
where gj “ pgTj,11, . . . ,gTj,1p, . . . ,gTj,L1, . . . ,gTj,LpqT,Rj “ pRTj,11, . . . ,RTj,1p, . . . ,RTj,L1, . . . ,RTj,LpqT
and Gj “ pGj,ii1q P RpLdˆpHd whose pi, i1q-th block is Gj,ii1 “ Etηpt`hqkηTpt´h1qj1u P Rdˆd with
i “ ph ´ 1qp ` k, k P rps for h P rLs and i1 “ ph1 ´ 1qp ` j1, j1 P rps for h1 P rHs. Ap-
plying Theorem 2 on pGj and pgjp0q, we can verify Condition 4 with the choice of n1 —
MW1 dα`2tlogppdq{nu1{2. Similarly, we then give two regularity conditions.
Condition 11. For each j P rps and pj1, h1q P Sj, Aph1q0,jj1pu, vq “
ř8
l,m“1 a
ph1q
jj1lmψj1mpuqψjlpvq
and there exists some constant τ ą α ` 1{2 such that |aph1qjj1lm| À pl `mq´τ´1{2 for l,m ě 1.
Condition 12. For each j P rps, let rGj “ prGj,ii1q be the normalized version of Gj “ pGj,ii1q
by replacing each Gj,ii1 with rGj,ii1 “ EtDkηpt`hqkηTpt´h1qj1Dj1u for i “ ph ´ 1qp ` k and
i1 “ ph1 ´ 1qp ` j1 with k, j1 P rps, h P rLs and h1 P rHs, where Dj “ diagpλ´1{2j1 , . . . , λ´1{2jd q.
Then there exists an universal constant c˜j and µj ą 0 such that σmaxpm, rGjq ě c˜j and
σminpm, rGjq{σmaxpm, rGjq ě µj for m “ 16sj{µ2j .
We finally establish convergence rate of the VFAR estimate tAˆph1qjj1 uj,j1Prps,h1PrHs in the sense
of functional matrix `8 norm as follows.
Theorem 6. Suppose that Conditions 1–3 hold for sub-Gaussian functional linear pro-
cess tWtp¨qu, and Conditions 11–12 also hold. If regularization parameters satisfy γnj —
sjrdα`2MW1 tlogppdq{nu1{2 ` d´τ`1{2s for j P rps and µ “ minjPrps µj, the estimate tAˆph
1q
jj1 u
satisfies
max
jPrps
pÿ
j1“1
Hÿ
h1“1
}Aˆph1qjj1 ´ Aph
1q
0,jj1}S “ Op
"
µ´2s2
ˆ
d2α`2MW1
c
logppdq
n
` dα´τ`1{2
˙*
. (31)
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6 Empirical studies
6.1 Simulation study
In this section, we conduct a number of simulations to evaluate the finite-sample performance
of the proposed autocovariance-based estimators for SFLR, FFLR and VFAR models.
In each simulated scenario, to mimic the infinite-dimensional nature of signal curves,
we generate Xtjpuq “ ř25l“1 ηtjlψlpuq “ ηTtjψpuq with ηtj “ pηtj1, . . . , ηtj25qT and ψp¨q “
tψ1p¨q, . . . , ψ25p¨quT for t P rns, j P rps and u P U “ r0, 1s, where tψlpuqu1ďlď25 is formed by
25-dimensional Fourier basis functions, 1,
?
2 cosp2piluq,?2 sinp2piluq for l “ 1, . . . , 12 and
each ηt “ pηTt1, . . . ,ηTtpqT P R25p is generated from a stationary vector autoregressive (VAR)
model, ηt “ Ωηt´1 ` t, with block transition matrix Ω “ pΩjkqj,kPrps P R25pˆ25p and t “
pt1, . . . , t25qT, whose components are independently sampled according to tj „ N p0, 0.7 ´
0.1jq for j “ 1, . . . , 5 and N p0, j´2q for j “ 6, . . . , 25. Therefore, Xtp¨q follows a VFAR(1)
model satisfying Xtpvq “
ş
U Apu, vqXt´1puq du` εtpvq, where εtjpvq “ ψpvqTtj and autoco-
efficient functions satisfy Ajkpu, vq “ ψpvqTΩjkψpuq for j, k P rps and u, v P U . In our simula-
tions, we generate n “ 100, 200, 400 serially dependent observations of p “ 40, 80 functional
variables. The observed curves are generated from Wtjpuq “ Xtjpuq ` etjpuq, where white
noise curves etjpuq “ ř5l“1 ztjlψlpuq and tpztj1, . . . , ztj5qTutPrns are independently sampled from
multivariate normal distribution with mean zero and covariance diagp1, 0.8, 0.3, 1.5, 1.6q. For
each of the three models, the data is generated as follows.
VFAR: We generate block sparse Ω with 5% or 10% nonzero blocks for p “ 80 or
p “ 40, respectively. Specifically, for the j-th block row, we set the diagonal block Ωjj “
diagp0.60, 0.59, 0.58, 0.3, 0.2, 6´2, . . . , 25´2q and randomly choose one off-diagonal block being
0.4Ωjj and two off-diagonal blocks being 0.1Ωjj. Such block sparse design on Ω can guarantee
the stationarity of the VFAR(1) process. It is worth noting that estimating VFAR(1) results
in a very high-dimensional task, since, e.g. even under the most ‘low-dimensional’ setting
with p “ 40, n “ 400 and truncated dimension d “ 3, one needs to estimate 402 ˆ 32 “
14, 400 parameters based on only 400 observations. The p-dimensional functional covariates
tXtp¨qutPrns for SFLR and FFLR below are generated in the same way as those for VFAR.
SFLR: We generate the scalar responses tYtutPrns from model (4), where εt’s are inde-
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pendent N p0, 1q variables. For each j P S “ t1, . . . , 5u, we generate βjpuq “ ř25l“1 bjlψlpuq for
u P U , where bj1, bj2, bj3 are sampled from the uniform distribution with support r´1,´0.5sY
r0.5, 1s and bjl “ p´1qll´2 for l “ 4, . . . , 25. For j P rpszS, we let βjpuq “ 0.
FFLR: We generate the functional responses tYtpvq : v P VutPrns with V “ r0, 1s from
model (23), where εtpvq “ ř5m“1 gtmψmpvq with gtm’s being independent N p0, 1q variables.
For j P S, we generate βjpu, vq “ ř25l,m“1 bjmlψlpuqψmpvq for pu, vq P UˆV , where components
in tbjlmu1ďl,mď3 are sampled from the uniform distribution with support r´1,´0.5sY r0.5, 1s
and bjlm “ p´1ql`mpl `mq´2 for l or m “ 4, . . . , 25. For j P rpszS, we let βjpu, vq “ 0.
Implementing our proposed autocovariance-based learning framework (AUTO) requires
choosing L and dj’s. As our simulated results suggest that the estimators are not sensitive
to the choice of L, we set L “ 3 in simulations. To select dj, we take the standard approach
by selecting the largest dj eigenvalues of pKjj in (10) such that the cumulative percentage
of selected eigenvalues exceeds 90%. To choose the regularization parameter(s) for each
model and comparison method, there are several possible methods one could adopt such
as AIC, BIC and cross-validation. The BIC and AIC methods require the calculation of
the effective degrees of freedom, which leads to a very challenging task given the high-
dimensional, functional and dependent nature of the model structure and hence is left for
future research. In our simulations, we generate a training sample of size n and a separate
validation sample of the same size. Using the training data, we compute a series of estimators
with 30 different values of the regularization parameters, i.e. tpbpγnqj ujPrps (or tpBpγnqj ujPrps) as
a function of γn for SFLR (or FFLR) and tpΩpγnjqjk ukPrps as a function of γnj for VFAR,
calculate the squared error between observed and fitted values on the validation set, i.e.řn
t“1rYt´
řp
j“1tpbpγnqj uTpηtjs2 for SFLR, řnt“1 }pζt´řpj“1ppBpγnqj qTpηtj}2 for FFLR and řnt“1 }pηtj´řp
k“1ppΩpγnjqjk qTpηpt´1qk}2 for VFAR, and choose the one with the smallest error.
We compare AUTO with the standard covariance-based estimation framework (COV),
which proceeds in the following three steps. The first step performs FPCA on tWtjp¨qutPrns
for each j, where the truncated dimension was selected in a similar way as dj. Therefore,
estimating SFLR and FFLR models are transformed into fitting multiple linear regressions
with univariate response (Kong et al., 2016) and multivariate response (Fang et al., 2020),
respectively and the VFAR estimation is converted to the VAR estimation (Guo and Qiao,
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2020). The second step considers minimizing the covariance-based criterion, essentially the
least squares with the addition of a group lasso type penalty. Such criterion can be optimized
using an efficient block version of fast iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm developed in
Guo and Qiao (2020), which converges faster than the commonly adopted block coordinate
descent algorithm (Fan et al., 2015). The third step recovers functional sparse estimates
using estimated eigenfunctions.
We examine the performance of COV and AUTO for three models in terms of the relative
estimation accuracy, i.e. }pA´A}F{}A}F for VFAR, přpj“1 }βˆj´β0j}2q1{2{přpj“1 }β0j}2q1{2 for
SFLR and přpj“1 }βˆj´β0j}2Sq1{2{přpj“1 }β0j}2Sq1{2 for FFLR. We ran each simulation 100 times.
Figure 1 displays boxplots of relative estimation errors for three models, while Table 2 in the
Supplementary Material gives numerical summaries. Several conclusions can be drawn from
Figure 1. First, AUTO significantly outperforms COV for three models under all scenarios
we consider. Second, as discussed in Section 2, AUTO provides consistent estimates, while
the consistency of COV estimates is jeopardized by the white noise contamination. This can
be demonstrated by our empirical results that AUTO provides more substantially improved
estimates over COV as n increases from 100 to 400 especially for SFLR and FFLR. Third, the
performance of AUTO slightly deteriorates as p increases from 40 to 80, providing empirical
evidence to support that the rates in (22), (27) and (31) for SFLR, FFLR and VFAR models,
respectively, all depend on the plog pq1{2 term.
6.2 Real data analysis
We further illustrate our developed methodology using a public financial dataset, which was
obtained from the WRDS database and consists of high-frequency observations of prices
for S&P 100 index and component stocks (list available in Table 3 of the Supplementary
Material, we removed several stocks for which the data were not available so that p “ 98
in our analysis) in year 2017 comprising 251 trading days. We obtain one-minute resolution
prices and hence convert the trading period (9:30–16:00) to minutes r0, 390s. We construct
cumulative intraday return (CIDR) trajectories (Horva´th et al., 2014), in percentage, by
Wtjpukq “ 100rlogtPtjpukqu ´ logtPtjpu1qus, where Ptjpukq pt P rns, j P rps, k P rN sq denotes
the price of the j-th stock at the k-th minute after the opening time on the t-th trading day.
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Figure 1: The boxplots of relative estimation errors for (a) VFAR, (b) SFLR and (c) FFLR.
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Such CIDR curves always start from zero and have nearly the same shape as the original
price curves, but make the stationarity assumption more plausible.
Our interest is in predicting the intraday return of the S&P 100 index based on observed
CIDR trajectories of component stocks, Wtjpuq, u P U “ r0, N s up to time N, where, e.g.
N “ 360 corresponds to 30 minutes prior to the closing time of the trading day. With this
in mind, we construct a sparse SFLR model with erroneous functional predictors as follows
Yt “
pÿ
j“1
ż
U
Xtjpuqβ0jpuq du` εt, Wtjpuq “ Xtjpuq ` etjpuq, t P rns, j P rps , (32)
where Yt is the intraday return of the S&P 100 index on the t-th trading day, Xtjp¨q and etjp¨q
represent the signal and noise components in Wtjp¨q, respectively. We split the whole dataset
into three subsets: training, validation and test sets consisting of the first 171, subsequent
40 and last 40 observations, respectively. We apply the validation set approach to select the
regularization parameters for AUTO and COV, based on which we estimate sparse functional
coefficients in (32) and calculate the mean squared prediction errors (MSPEs) on the test set.
For comparison, we also implement autocovariance-based generalized method-of-moments
(AGMM) (Chen et al., 2020) and covariance-based least squares method (CLS) (Hall and
Horowitz, 2007) to fit the unvariate version of (32) for each component stock, among which
we choose the best models leading to the lowest test MSPEs. Finally, we include the null
model, using the mean of the training response to predict the test response.
The resulting test MSPEs for different values of N and all comparison approaches are
presented in Table 1. We observe a few apparent patterns. First, in all scenarios we consider,
AUTO provides the best predictive performance, while the autocovariance-based methods
are superior to the covariance-based counterparts. Second, the predictive accuracy for func-
tional regression type of methods improves as N approaches to 390 providing more recent
information into the predictors. Third, AUTO and COV significantly outperform AGMM
and CLS, while Mean gives the worst results. This indicates that using multiple selected
functional predictors from the trading histories indeed improves the prediction results.
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Table 1: MSPEs up to different current times, N “ 300, 315, 330, 345, 360, 370 and 380
minutes, for AUTO and four competing methods. All entries have been multiplied by 100
for formatting reasons. The lowest MSPE for each value of N is in bold font.
Method u ď 300 u ď 315 u ď 330 u ď 345 u ď 360 u ď 370 u ď 380
AUTO 5.068 4.936 4.814 4.161 3.892 3.798 3.726
COV 5.487 5.360 5.222 5.090 4.976 4.927 4.882
AGMM 6.506 6.470 6.454 6.441 6.408 6.385 6.364
CLS 6.859 6.798 6.730 6.655 6.583 6.546 6.507
Mean 8.832 8.832 8.832 8.832 8.832 8.832 8.832
A Further non-asymptotic results
To provide the theoretical support for proposed estimators in Sections 5.1 and 5.2, we present
essential non-asymptotic results for relevant estimated cross-(auto)covariance terms based
on the functional cross-spectral stability measure (Fang et al., 2020) between tWtp¨qutPZ and
p˜-dimensional mean-zero functional time series (or scalar time series) tYtp¨qutPZ (or tZtutPZ).
Define ΣW,Yh pu, vq “ CovtWtpuq,Yt`hpvqu and ΣW,Zh puq “ CovtWtpuq,Zt`hu for h P Z and
pu, vq P U ˆ V .
Condition 13. (i) For tWtp¨qutPZ and tYtp¨qutPZ, the cross-spectral density function fW,Yθ “
p2piq´1 řhPZ ΣW,Yh e´ihθ for θ P r´pi, pis exists and the functional cross-spectral stability mea-
sure defined in (A.1) is finite, i.e.
MW,Y “ 2pi ¨ ess sup
θPr´pi,pis,Φ1PHp0,Φ2PHrp0
|xΦ1, fW,Yθ pΦ2qy|b
xΦ1,ΣW0 pΦ1qy
b
xΦ2,ΣY0 pΦ2qy
ă 8 , (A.1)
where Hp0 “ tΦ P Hp : xΦ,ΣW0 pΦqy P p0,8qu and Hp˜0 “ tΦ P Hp˜ : xΦ,ΣY0 pΦqy P p0,8qu.
(ii) For tWtp¨qutPZ and tZtutPZ, the cross-spectral density function fW,Zθ “ p2piq´1
ř
hPZ Σ
W,Z
h e
´ihθ
for θ P r´pi, pis exists and the functional cross-spectral stability measure defined in (A.2) is
finite, i.e.
MW,Z “ 2pi ¨ ess sup
θPr´pi,pis,ΦPHp0,vPRp˜0
|xΦ, fW,Zθ vy|b
xΦ,ΣX0 pΦqy
b
vTΣZ0 v
ă 8 , (A.2)
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where Rp˜0 “ tν P Rp˜ : vTΣZ0 v P p0,8qu.
In analogy to (12), we can define the functional cross-spectral stability measure of all
k1-dimensional subsets of tWtp¨qu and k2-dimensional subsets of tYtp¨qu (or tZtu) as MW,Yk1,k2
(or MW,Zk1,k2). It is easy to verify that MW,Yk1,k2 ď MW,Y ă 8 (or MW,Zk1,k2 ď MW,Z ă 8) for
k1 P rps and k2 P rp˜s. See Fang et al. (2020) for further discussions. For scalar time series
tZtu, the non-functional stability measure reduces to
MZ “ 2pi ¨ ess sup
θPr´pi,pis,vPRp˜0
vTfZθ v
vTΣZ0 v
.
and the stability measure of all k-dimensional subsets of tZtu, i.e. MZk for k P rp˜s, can be
similarly defined according to (12).
For each k P rp˜s, we represent Ytkp¨q “ ř8m“1 ζtkmφkmp¨q under the Karhunen-Loe`ve
expansion, where ζtkm “ xYtk, φkmy and tpθkm, φkmqumě1 are pairs of eigenvalues and eigen-
functions of ΣY0,kk. Let tpθˆkm, φˆkmqumě1 be estimated eigenpairs of pΣY0,kk and ζˆtkm “ xYtk, φˆkmy.
We next impose a condition on eigenvalues tθkmumě1 and then develop the deviation bound
in elementwise `8-norm on how σˆW,Yh,jklm “ pn ´ hq´1
řn´h
t“1 ηˆtjlζˆpt`hqkm concentrates around
σW,Yh,jklm “ Covtηtjl, ζpt`hqkmu, which plays a crucial role in investigating the convergence prop-
erty of the FFLR estimate in Section 5.2.
Condition 14. (i) For each k P rp˜s, θk1 ą θk2 ą ¨ ¨ ¨ ą 0, and there exist some positive
constants c˜ and α˜ ą 1 such that θkm´θkpm`1q ě c˜m´α˜´1 for m ě 1; (ii) maxkPrp˜sř8m“1 θkm “
Op1q.
Proposition 2. Suppose that Conditions 1–3, 13(i) and 14 hold for sub-Gaussian func-
tional linear processes, tWtp¨qu, tYtp¨qu, and h is fixed. Let d and d˜ be positive inte-
gers possibly depending on pn, p, p˜q and MW,Y “ MW1 `MY1 `MW,Y1,1 . If n Á pd2α`2 _
d˜2α˜`2qpMW,Y q2 logppp˜dd˜q, then there exist some positive constants c7 and c8 independent of
pn, p, p˜, d, d˜q such that
max
jPrps,kPrp˜s,lPrds,mPrd˜s
|σˆW,Yh,jklm ´ σW,Yh,jklm|
lα`1 _mα˜`1 ÀMW,Y
d
logppp˜dd˜q
n
(A.3)
holds with probability greater than 1´ c7ppp˜dd˜q´c8 .
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We next consider a mixed process scenario consisting of tWtp¨qu and tZtu and establish
the deviation bound in elementwise `8-norm on how %ˆX,Zh,jkl “ pn ´ hq´1
řn´h
t“1 ηˆtjlZpt`hqk
concentrates around %X,Zh,jkl “ Covtηtjl, Zpt`hqku, which is essential in the convergence analysis
of the SFLR estimate in Section 5.1.
Proposition 3. Suppose that Conditions 1–3 and 13(ii) hold for sub-Gaussian functional lin-
ear process tWtp¨qu, sub-Gaussian linear process tZtu and h is fixed. Let d be a positive inte-
ger possibly depending on pn, p, p˜q and MW,Z “MW1 `MZ1 `MW,Z1,1 . If n Á pMW,Zq2 logppp˜dq,
then there exist some positive constants c9 and c10 independent of pn, p, p˜, dq such that
max
jPrps,kPrp˜s,lPrds
|%ˆW,Zh,jkl ´ %W,Zh,jkl|
lα`1
ÀMW,Z
c
logppp˜dq
n
, (A.4)
holds with probability greater than 1´ c9ppp˜dq´c10 .
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